Annexure 3
Annexure 3.1: PERT chart for Area based and Pan City Proposals
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Annexure 3.2 : Flowchart showing network/relationships that SPV will form with Govt. and Non-Govt. bodies, indicating
nature of connection with each entity (Question no. 34)
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Annexure 3.3 : Organogram of Special Purpose Vehicle (Question no. 36)
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Annexure 3.4: City Base Map and Proposed Smart City Area Based Development Interventions
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Annexure 3.5: Panaji Smart City Area Based Development: Proposed Interventions (Graphic Visualization)
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Annexure 3.6 to 3.11: Details of Area based Proposals
Proposal

Brief description

Church
Square
Revitaliza
tion:
IMAGE
OF THE
CTIY

Semi pedestrianization of
Church
square
area
(Replication
to
other
squares
in
the
city)
The Church area is proposed
to portray the ‘image of the
city’ as a semi pedestrian
square that will showcase
heritage and culture of the
city.
Prerequisite: Implementation
of Light BRT proposal,
Parking fee to be imposed in
core area,
Citizen acceptance

Essential
Features
addressed
1. Identity and
1. Non Vehicle
Culture
Streets/Zones
2. Economy and 2. Visible
Employment
improvement
3. Mixed use
3. Pedestrian
4. Compactness friendly walkways
5. Open Spaces 4. Encouragement
6. Transport and to Non Motorized
mobility
transport
7. Walkable
5. Innovative use
8. IT
of open spaces
Connectivity
6. Safety of
9. Safety
citizens, esp
10. Air quality
women, children
11. Basic
and elderly
services (water, 7. Additional Smart
wastewater,
applications
storm water,
8. Robust IT
sanitation,SWM) Connectivity
KPIs
Addressed

Subcomponents
Semi pedestrianization
Provision of services in core area
including senior citizen and
disabled friendly walkways
Improvement of Garcia de Orta
garden extension
Upkeep of Garcia de Orta
Table top in front of Church
Pedestrianization of part of 18th
June road (near Urban health centre)
Open street restaurants on 18th
June road
Parking fee vehicles
Semi permanent stands for
portraying art and culture
Tourist Facilitation Centre
Digital information boards
Wi fi hotspots, CCTV

Cost
(Crore)
21.33

1.31

Revenue
Generatio
n

1.35

23.99
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Proposal
Interlinking
core city and
patto area
for citizens
and tourists:
to create
public
spaces and
tourist
attractions

Brief description
Upgradation of Rua de
Ourem creek and Patto
area: Complementing
urban areas - Core city
requires more recreational
areas. Creation of Creek
Front Sitouts and Goa
Centre for Art, Culture and
Skill Development, for
cultural events in Patto

KPIs Addressed

1.Identity and
Culture
2.Economy and
Employment
3.Open space
4.Inclusiveness
5.Walkability
6.Transport and
Mobility
7.Safety
8. Mixed Use
subcompone Prerequisites: Upgradation 9. Wastewater
nts:
of PattoSTP and waste
Management
1.
management plant
Upgradation relocation
of rua de
ourem creek
Brief description
KPIs Addressed
and patto
area (as
Revitalization of Mala
1. Identity, Culture
cultural and
Lake area
2. Economy and
tourist hub)
1. Revival of Lake
Employment
2.
2. Pedestrian zone
3. Health,
Revitalizatio
3. Improved quality of life Education
n of mala
for urban poor living near 4. Open spaces
lake
lake
5. Inclusiveness
4. Art and artist areas
6. Transport and
Mobility
Prerequisites: Mala flood 7. Walkablity
control, green buffer along 8. IT Connectivity
compost pit
9. Air quality10.
Safety

Essential Features
addressed
1. Visible
improvement
2. Innovative use of
open spaces
3. Safety
4. Wastewater
recycling
5. No Vehicle zones
6. Pedestrian
friendly walkways
7. Encouragement
to NMT
8. Smart Parking
9. Robust It Conne.

Essential Features
addressed
1. Pedestrian
friendly walkways
2. Non vehicle
zones/streets
3. Innovative use of
open space
4. Visible
improvement
5. Safety, 6. Robust
IT connectivity
7. NMT
8. Addnal Smart
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Cost
(Crore)
Green belt proposal: Rejuvenation 13.59
of Unhygienic Places,
Beautification of 2 bridges,
Mangrove plantation, Landscaping,
Soil Conservation
Goa Centre for Art, Culture and
10.00
Skill Development:linked to Skill
India Mission
3 Pedestrian links and a road
between Mala and Patto area
Promenade along Creek
30.49
Wifi, Tourist Facilitation Centre
Food and Wine festival, Potential
mixed use,Patto parking
Subcomponents

Subcomponents
Lake beautification,
pedestrianization, sitout for artists,
kiosks, gardens
Real time waterquality monitoring
Nature trail from Mala lake to
Maruti Temple and Altinho
Fountain (Lake aeration)
CCTV surveillance
Tourist Facilitation Centre
Wi fi hotspots
Activities: Yoga, biodiversity, art

54.08
Cost
(Crore)
5.01

2.36

Proposal

Brief description

Integrated
Working towards Closing
Urban Water the water loop for the area
Management based development by
efficient management of
water, wastewater and
storm water. Departmental
integration is also a key
component.
Prerequisites:
1. Completion of 24 x 7 water
supply project
2. Upgradation of Patto STP
to recycle
3. Completion of dual supply
line for recycle

KPIs Addressed
1.Water supply
2.Wastewater
management
3.Water quality
4.Economy and
Employment
5.Identity and
culture
6. Health and
Education

Essential Features
Addressed
1. Wastewater
recycling and storm
water reuse
2. Smart metering
3. Additional 'Smart'
applications

Subcomponents
Water
Smart Metering, SCADA, GIS
database (Pan city)
Wastewater
Upgradation of Patto STP (2 MLD,
real time quality monitoring
Vacuum sewers in Mala and Patto
100% recycling plan for Zero
discharge into creek
Storm water
Revival of Boca de Vaca, Fontee
Phoenix,Catchment conservation
5000 fruit bearing trees initiative
Family adoption of trees, My
neighbourhood trees initiative
Flood control measures

7.37
Cost
(Cr.)

18.61

10.21

28.82
Essential Features
Addressed
Service
Upgradation of service 1.Identity and Culture 1. Improved quality of
improvement provision in urban poor 2.Economy and
life for Urban Poor
for urban
area/ narrow lanes
Employment
2. Pedestrian friendly
poor in Mala Combined utility trench
3.Open space
walkways
Heritage
should be designed and
4.Inclusiveness
3. Encouragement to
zone:
implemented as per
5.Walkability
NMT
Extension of national/international
6.Transport and
4. Non vehicle zones
existing
safety standards
Mobility
5. Innovative use of
Challenge
7.Basic services
open space
Proposal

Brief description

KPIs Addressed
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Subcomponents
Altinho steps improvement
DPR preparation for combined
utility trench
Combined utility trench for
water, telecom and electricity

Cost
(Cr.)

11.05

Fund
intervention

8.Underground
electric wiring, 9.
Safety
Renewing electricity and
telecom lines
Street lighting poles
Laying of new sewerage lines
Improvement of storm water
drains
Designated parking free roads
11.05

Proposal
Provision of basic
services in entire
area (2sqkm

Brief description
Provision of basic
infrastructure facilities in
entire area
Improved infrastructure
provision in entire area
based development to
improve quality of life
Provision of compact
substations to replace
transformers. This will
reduce traffic obstructions
caused by transformers

Essential
KPIs Addressed
Features
Addressed
1.Transport and
1.Transport and
Mobility
Mobility
2.Basic services
2.Basic services
(Water supply,
(Water supply,
sewerage, sanitation, sewerage,
telecom, electricity)
sanitation,
3.Energy efficiency
telecom,
4.Energy Source
electricity)
5.Energy supply 6.
3.Energy
Safety
efficient street
lighting

Solar roof top pv stand
alone system: Cumulative
500 KWp standalone Solar
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Subcomponents
Road improvements
Bitumen roads (70%),
Concrete roads (30%)
Pedestrian friendly
Sidewalks, with special
focus on senior citizens
and specially abled,
urban furniture,
beautification, bollards
Combined utility trench
for water, telecom, gas
and electricity
Storm water
drainage(main gutter,
secondary gutter)
Sewerage (mains,
secondary network, rising

Cost
(Crores)

116.85

90.02

PV system on roof top of
Kadamba Bus Terminus
(100 KWp) , Vidyut Bhawan
(50 KWp), Udyog Bhawan
(50KWp), Junta House (75
KWp), Collectorate Building
(100 KWp), Directorate of
Accounts (25 KWp),
Police Station - Panaji
(100KWp). The total
energy generation
potential is 7.5 lakhunits.

main, house connections)
Telecom (main,
secondary network and
house connections)
Electricity (HT+LT, LT
network, house
connections, compact
substations)
Street lighting infrastructure

Improved open spaces
Provision of Public toilets
Piped natural gas (PNG)
Roof top Solar PV Stand
alone system (0.5 MW)

54.71

261.58
Proposal
Conservation of
heritage and
culture

Brief description
Conservation Plan and
Heritage guidelines
Heritage cell in CCP: To
comprise of Subject experts,
related government
departments and NGOs
GIS database for the city
Crowdsourcing to develop
information on experiences
related to buildings or
spaces or culture/traditions

Essential
Features
Addressed
1.Citizen participation 1.Additional
2.Identity and culture 'smart'
3.Economy and
applications
Employment
4.Intelligent
Government Services
Safety
5.Transportation and
Mobility
KPIs Addressed
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Subcomponents

Cost
(Crore)

Conservation Plan

Heritage Cell
Heritage
listing
and
details on GIS platform
(transparent
platform),
ward characterization
Crowdsourcing, Art and
artisan resource map,
E storage:heritage,culture

0.78

Branding of Panaji as an International Tourist
Destination and promoting Panaji as a filming
locale with focus on heritage, culture and festivals
Old Secretariat proposed
to be developed as
museum and art gallery

Through Incredible
India campaign
Adaptive Reuse,
Combined E- ticket
for all heritage areas,
Heritage walks
CSR policy can
incentivize Corporate
to adopt roads or
buildings

POLICY FOR CSR IN
HERITAGE IN CITY

POLICY INITIATIVE FOR
DIRECT CSR FUNDING
IN HERITAGE
BUILDINGS AND AREAS
BUILDING BYELAWS: Updation to Include
Provision For Parking, Incentivization of Smart
Infrastructure, Envtand Heritage Conservation
SIGNAGE provision in area and signage policy
for city

13.31

SIGNAGE provision

14.09

Proposal
Biodiversity:
Joggers Park
Mala Lake

Rua De Ourem
Creek
Future
conservation
leaders

Brief description

KPIs Addressed

The aim is to restore native biodiversity
of Panaji through initiatives including
plantations (to act as food base for
higher trophic levels) and also attract
back the pollinator species. The
restored areas will help generate green
jobs for the citizens and will also
address ecosystem services. These
initiatives will connect people and
biodiversity and help
to develop
conservation leaders from school

1. Economy and
Employment
2. Open space
3. Citizen
Engagement

Essential
Features
addressed
1. Innovative Use
of Open Space
2. Improved
quality of urban
life
3. Visible
improvement in
the area

Subcomponents
Butterfly garden
Bamboo corner
Butterfly garden
Lake restoration
Herbal Garden
Mangrove plantation
Future conservation
leaders for
biodiversity

Cost
(Crore)
0.15
1.09

0.85

2.09
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Annexure 3.12: Revenue Generation from Area based development
Proposed projects for revenue
generation

Details of expected revenue
generation

Unit
cost/
annum
(lakh)

Church square revitalization
Street restaurant
Preference to existing restaurants
10
Revenue generation from parking
10 lakh/annum contract
10
Integrating core city and Patto area for citizens and tourists
Food and wine festival
1 month festival (subcontracted)
35
Amphitheatre: Goa centre for art,
50,000/ event x 20 events/yr
0.5
culture and skill development
Tickets: GCACSD
50 Rs/tkt x 20,000 visitors/yr
0.0005
Temporary exhibitions
1 lakh/exhibition, 20 exhibitions/yr
1
Creek side semi permanent sitouts 10 lakh/annum/restaurants
10
Cultural zone in Patto
50 lakh/year contract
50
Integrated Urban Water Management
Tickets :Fontee Phoenix, ,Boca de
20,000 visitors (Rs. 50/ticket/site
0.0005
Vaca
Family adoption:5000trees
Rs.1000/tree x 5000 trees
0.01
Conservation of heritage and culture
CSR investments in heritage
1 lakh/year
2
GIS based Conservation platform for
1 lakh/year from 3rd year onwards
1
crowdsourcing
Advertisements in Tourist facilitation
15 lakh/annum/ kiosk
15
centre
0.001
Rs. 100/ticket for Indian
E Ticket for old secretariat
Rs. 500/ticket for foreigners
0.005
Ads on Signage (20 nos), Digital
10 lakh/year from signage and
10
Information board (3 nos)
digital information boards
Heritage centric film, carnivals
50 lakh/annum
50
Total revenue generation
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Units

Yrs.

Revenue
generation 5
years (cr.)

Revenue
generation
10 yrs (cr.)

5
1

2
5

1
0.5

3.73
1.05

1

5

1.75

3.66

20

1

0.1

0.65

20000
20
5
1

1
1
2
4

0.1
0.2
1
2

0.65
1.29
3.73
4.73

20000

3

0.3

0.85

5000

1

0.5

1

5

0.1

0.21

1

2

0.02

0.07

3

3

1.35

3.81

0.6
2

2.24
7.47

30000
2
20000
1

4

0.4

0.95

1

4

2
13.92

4.73
39.83

Annexure 3.13: Map – Proposed interventions at Rua de Ourem Creek area
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Annexure 3.14 : Map – Proposed interventions at Mala lake area
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Annexure 3.15 to 3.17: Summary of Area based proposals
The selected area is a characteristic mix of old and new: with its culture embedded in
The selected area is a characteristic mix of old and new: with its culture embedded in
the conservation zone and its aspirations for a high tech 21 st century city being reflected
in the modern developments across the creek. Core city area falls under conservation
zone and is not amenable to unregulated reconstruction/ redevelopment, due to
development restrictions. This area, on the one hand, attracts nearly 8 lakh tourists
annually who visit the core city for its rich heritage; and on the other hand, this very
heritage of the city is under pressure due to lack of funds for maintenance and the
regulatory framework of Conservation zone; which provides for retrofitting as the only
feasible option within this zone.
Consultations with the citizens in the core city brought forth concerns for a deteriorating
heritage (lack clarity on procedures for TDR, development restrictions on conservation
zone, lack of enforcement powers with Heritage Committee and lack of funds with
owners to maintain heritage structures) and environmental concerns (upto 7mg/l BOD
levels in Mandovi River, reducing discharge from springs due to urbanization in Altinho,
sensitive geology and ecology of Altinho leading to landslides, obscured Mala lake and
frequent flooding of the lake and adjoining areas); while bringing forth the high level of
aspirations of citizens associated with a sustainable and green city that is proud of its
heritage.
The entire aim of the area based development would be to revive the decaying glory of
the core city, give back to the city what has been lost over time in terms of quality of life,
and additionally to prepare them for a climate safe and technology driven century
ahead. The area based development is targeted towards achieving these broader goals
within the framework of blue green sustainability and heritage conservation
complemented by provision of basic services, with focus on urban poor.



The approach for area based development is not only to address current issues but also
to work towards the larger causes associated with proposed Sustainable Development
Goals to ensure holistic improvement in quality of life of citizens for a better future
through:
Good health and wellbeing: Overall improvement in quality of life through provision of
better infrastructure services, increased walkability through increased pedestrian
linkages and creation of pedestrian zones; and enhanced pedestrian safety & security
through traffic management and surveillance would contribute to this goal. Rejuvenation
of Church Square as a semi pedestrian area would also set an example for showcasing
benefits of modal shift. Creation of a carbon sink through plantation of 5000 trees
across the area would also be lead to conducive microclimatic conditions through
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reduced temperatures, improved air quality and reduced heat island effect; while
providing climate adaptation through reduction in runoff generation.
Clean water and sanitation: Provision of improved and smart water and wastewater
infrastructure, along with broader interventions related to Integrated Urban Water
Management to close the urban water loop by addressing issues related to pollution of
Creek, catchment conservation to address reducing discharge of springs, disaster
management through flood control, recycling plan for the city and other interventions;
are proposed. Provision of public toilets across the 2sqkm area, with focus on urban
poor and tourists to maintain cleanliness in the city is also proposed.
Economic growth, gender equality and reduced inequalities: More economic and
livelihood opportunities related to tourism and heritage would be created through
proposed interventions in Church square, Patto cultural zone, GCACSD, Creek area
tourist zone and Mala lake. Tourism opportunities related to heritage would also be
created through branding of the city as an International tourist destination and filming
locale with focus on heritage and culture. Proposed interventions would not only create
more jobs but will also lead to creation of skilled jobs focusing on heritage, biodiversity,
environment and tourism. All jobs created through tourism and heritage based
interventions in the entire area, would be equal opportunity jobs. The SPV is also
proposed to be an equal opportunity employer. Preference to urban poor would also be
given in jobs related to implementation of proposed projects. Sanitation, security and
safety of women would be safeguarded through smart interventions and provision of
public facilities.
Infrastructure including clean, affordable energy: Infrastructural upgradation is
required in the entire city and hence, the 2 sqkm area would act as a model for
replication across city, with focus on additional ‘smart’ infrastructural interventions
and urban poor. Infrastructure provision in heritage areas is a challenge and repeated
excavation of roads for services has been extensively criticized by citizens. The plan
proposes dedicated combined utility trenches for gas, electricity, water and telecom
across the area (with removable cover) to facilitate infrastructure management. Smart
interventions like compact transformers to clear Right of Way, provision for 500 kw roof
top solar (to reduce grid load through clean energy generation), piped gas supply (to
reduce carbon footprint), provision of roads and pedestrian friendly footpaths; improved
quality of open spaces and greens would uplift the overall quality of life in the area,
thereby creating a demand in other areas of the city for replication. This is also likely to
result in lower illness rates, especially in pockets of urban poor. Special focus would be
given to urban poor in Mala Heritage zone where lanes are narrow and urban poor lack
access to basic services. In these areas, extension of Challenge Fund initiative to bring
about comprehensive improvement in infrastructure provision and quality of life would
be undertaken
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Sustainable cities and communities: A multipronged approach towards sustainability
would be adopted: (a) blue green sustainability (b) sustainable urban spaces (c)
Heritage conservation. Interventions for blue green sustainability would be
addressed through Integrated Urban Water Management, biodiversity, efficient
infrastructure related interventions, revival of water bodies (Creek, Mala lake and
springs), development of Green belt proposal by Tourism department (riverfront
beautification, mangroves, soil conservation, and beautification) and plantation of 5000
trees across the area while linking citizens with nature. Focus on biodiversity would be
ensured in the entire area including Creek, Mala and Joggers Park while training Future
Conservation leaders who are sensitized towards environment and biodiversity.
Interventions for sustainable urban spaces would be based on complementing urban
spaces in Patto and Core city, creation of new destinations for tourists and youth for
revenue generation (Patto area as cultural zone, GCACSD, open street restaurants on
18th June road, food and wine festival). Heritage conservation would be promoted
through stronger regulatory and institutional framework for heritage conservation
(Heritage guidelines, Heritage cell, transparent GIS based platform for conservation
linked to crowdsourcing, promoting CSR investments in heritage, modifications to
building byelaws and adaptive reuse of Old Secretariat as a model for adaptive reuse.
Part of fund generation from tourism based revenue would be channelized to the
Heritage cell (through SPV) for promoting conservation activities.
Climate action: Measures to build resilience of the community towards climate change
are proposed through creation of carbon sinks (5000 tree initiative), disaster
management systems (mechanical flood control and natural flood control through
mangrove plantation), reducing the water footprint of the city (Integrated Urban Water
Management) and revival of lost native species to enhance biodiversity in the area
Life below water and Life on land: Measures towards biodiversity protection
(especially in Mala, Creek and Joggers Park) and training of future conservation leaders
would not only help revive the native species and biodiversity of the Western Ghats but
would also help promote biodiversity conservation in future. Plantation of 5000 trees
would create more habitats for birds, insects and other flora and fauna within the area
and more such plantations can be taken up across the city in future to make Panaji a
SUSTAINABLE HABITAT FOR ALL FORMS OF LIFE.
Peace, justice and strong institutions: Formation of the SPV as the nodal agency
bringing all institutions on a single platform to work harmoniously would help in
developing strong institutions in the city. The SPV would be fully accountable to the
citizens and the State government to bring in citizen participation. Constitution of a
Heritage Cell under CCP would strengthen enforcement powers related to heritage
conservation.
Partnerships for the goals: Interdepartmental coordination, under the umbrella of
SPV, would enable progressive and holistic growth and development of the city
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Annexure 3.18 : Summary of Pan city proposals
Intelligent

Transport

System

for

EcoMobility

and

Information

Communication

Technology enabled Municipal Services have been identified as two priority areas for
intervention on a city wide basis. The pan-city proposal for Panaji addresses key
concerns of citizens and authorities alike.Panaji as a city, focuses on enhancing the
“living experience” in the city. In line with the vision, to enhance the livability quotient of
the city, the pan city proposal addresses critical issues brought out by citizens. Citizens
of Panaji aspire for affordable accessible clean mobility

and walkability as well as

quality efficient and reliable Municipal services.
Though well-networked and compact, the Panaji cityscape poses a challenge to people
friendly mobility due to high density of motorized private vehicles, street parking, lack of
pedestrianization friendly walkways and heavy tourist inflow coupled with inadequate
and manual traffic and transportation management . The proposed pan city solution
seeks to bring about affordable and accessible public transportation and eco mobility by
embedding technology driven solutions with to enhance the impact of the proposed
multi-modal transit initiatives that the city plans to undertake on a PPP mode. Eco
Mobility solutions comprise infrastructure for public transportation –buses and ferry with
GPS/GPRS sensors, non motorized transportation i.e. smart public bike share systems,
well connected pedestrian friendly walkways, enablement of people friendly facilities like
smart ticketing, smart parking, passenger information systems powered by a dynamic
and ntegrated data command and control centre./ Cleaner air and a better livability
standard will be the larger benefit of proposed systems.
Municipal service level benchmarks in the city of Panaji indicate robust service provision
in the basic sectors – water supply, waste water, solid waste management and storm
drainage. The focus now is on improving the efficacy and efficiency of these systems. It
is therefore proposed to upgrade the quality and levels of municipal service delivery
through process reengineering and embedding of Information Communication and
Technology solutions. Solid waste collection systems are well planned, but monitoring
of these systems leaves much to be desired. The story of waste management in Panaji
is a best practice that is talked of in India and abroad. The effective waste management
cell in CCP is challenged by a dearth in adequate staff to monitor waste management
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Annexure 3.19 : Integrated Traffic Management - Pan city proposal
activities across the city. RFID readers to monitor litter bin evacuation and GPS tracked
waste transport vehicles will give the solid waste management cell the advantage of
real-time and remote monitoring. With system efficiencies being rolled in, the waste
management programme in Panaji will move towards the realization of its goal of a
zero waste city.
.The installation of smart water meters and smart power meters, will enable intelligent
management and monitoring of services through demand side management , prevent
system losses, enhance revenue and result in energy efficient services. Proposed egovernance measures enable linkage of these systems to city administration. Currently
service provision in the city is through multiple departments. The e-governance platform
will ensure a unified database for revenue and service provision. Data analytics possible
through the proposed MIS system will enable informed decision making and have a
significant bearing on city planning and interactive platforms for citizen connect will
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Annexure 3.20 : Journey of Panaji Smart City Proposal
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